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BISHARE: Exploring  Bidirectional  Interactions Between 
Smartphones  and Head-Mounted  Augmented  Reality  
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*Figure 1. We explore joint interactions between an Augmented Reality Head-Mounted Display and a smartphone. a) The HMD 
can be used to enhance smartphone interactions, for example, by displaying in-place previews of 3D content. b) The smartphone 
can be used to enhance AR centric task, for example, by supporting object selection or detailed UI configurations. 

ABSTRACT  
In pursuit of a future where HMD devices can be used in 
tandem with smartphones and other smart devices, we 
present BISHARE, a design space of cross-device 
interactions between smartphones and ARHMDs. Our 
design space is unique in that it is bidirectional in nature, as 
it examines how both the HMD can be used to enhance 
smartphone tasks, and how the smartphone can be used to 
enhance HMD tasks. We then present an interactive 
prototype that enables cross-device interactions across the 
proposed design space. A 12-participant user study 
demonstrates the promise of the design space and provides 
insights, observations, and guidance for the future. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Augmented Reality Head-Mounted Displays (ARHMDs), 
such as the Microsoft HoloLens [39] and Magic Leap [37], 
are becoming increasingly popular and sparking interesting 
discussion about the future of personal computing. Some 
have prophesized that as their form factor evolves, they could 
become the “ultimate” personal computing device [17]. 

However, in their current state, ARHMDs suffer from 
limitations, such as constrained fields of view [7], requiring 
unfamiliar freehand gestures, and lacking tactile feedback 
offered by true physical interactions. For these reasons, we 
do not expect in any near future that ARHMDs will replace 
our smartphones or other personal computing devices. To the 
contrary, we believe there are rich opportunities afforded by 
using ARHMD devices in tandem with smartphones, where 
their contrasting benefits can be jointly leveraged. 

Along these lines, a number of research efforts have begun 
to explore the cross-device opportunities arising from using 
a mobile device and ARHMD together [3, 23, 40, 55]. For 
the most part, this prior work can either be classified as using 
HMDs to support phone-centric tasks, such as extending the 
display space of the phone [42], or alternatively, using the 
smartphone to support HMD-centric tasks, such as using the 
phone as a 6DOF controller for spatial content [40]. Little 
work has been dedicated to creating a coherent bidirectional 
platform where both of these interaction paradigms are 
enabled. Furthermore, prior research in this area is scattered 
across independent systems and research communities, 
creating somewhat of a fragmented research landscape. 

*Note: Figures have been created by overlaying the rendering from the 
HoloLens App on top of a photo taken by a camera that was tracked in 3D. 
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Inspired by the vast work on cross-device interaction [10], 
this paper synthesizes prior work that has coupled the use of 
mobile devices and ARHMDs, into a holistic design space 
(BISHARE) of six classes of cross-device interactions that 
their joint use affords, for both phone-centric and HMD-
centric tasks. This design space is grounded by both an 
analysis of the prior literature, and the contrasting 
affordances of the two interactive platforms. Our analysis of 
these prior works indicates that a critical gap exists in the 
literature: specifically, systems which allow for both phone-
centric and HMD-centric tasks, as well as techniques to 
continuously transition between these two interaction 
paradigms. 

To validate the concepts and elements of our design space, 
and to fill this important research gap, we developed an 
interactive prototype that supports joint interactions between 
an ARHMD and a smartphone. The prototype implements 
exemplary interaction techniques across the six elements of 
our design space, and demonstrates how each can be utilized 
for both phone-centric and HMD-centric tasks. To gather 
feedback on the design space and developed interaction 
techniques, we ran a user study that provides insights, 
observations, and guidance for future work. 

This work has 2 main contributions. 1) We derive and 
implement a design space of joint interactions between 
smartphones and ARHMDs that each support both phone-
centric and HMD-centric tasks and 2) We present findings 
and insights from a 12-person user study that enables an 
informed discussion regarding the challenges and 
opportunities associated with jointly using smartphones and 
ARHMDs. 
RELATED WORK  
Our related work covers a review of input techniques for 
smartphones, ARHMDs, and cross-device interactions. We 
note that a full treatment of these three topics is beyond the 
scope of this paper, and direct the reader to respective 
surveys for further details [9, 10, 30]. 

Smartphone Interaction  
While touch may be the  most common form of input on  
smartphones, researchers  have explored  many other  input  
paradigms to increase their input vocabulary or expressivity.  
For instance, past research  has explored how orientation  
[30], grip  [22], tilting  [47],  and whacking  [31],  can  all be 
used to interact  with a phone.  Relevant  to our work is  
research that  has explored  ways to extend the input and  
output  region of a phone beyond its physical boundaries.  
Many  sensing techniques for such Around-Device 
Interactions  have been developed,  such as IR sensors  [13], 
depth cameras  [15], GSM signals  [63], and external cameras  
[26].  We extend this  work further  by combining smartphones  
with  AR devices, to allow  users to  leverage  not only the  
space immediately  surrounding the device, but  the  full  
surrounding  spatial environment.  

Head-Mounted Augmented  Reality Interaction  
A large variety of interaction techniques  have also been  
explored for augmented reality environments.  One of the  
most common f orms of input is  freehand spatial input  [18,  
34]. Another common f orm of  input in  AR is Gaze  [35],  
which  is commonly  combined  with freehand gestures  [35, 
44, 54], such as the air tap technique used for selection in the  
Microsoft  HoloLens.  Other  forms  of  input  for  AR  devices  
include speech  and  custom handheld controllers [9]. While  
the use of handheld controllers  may detract for the real-world 
experience that  AR offers,  we believe that it can offer  
important advantages, which we  will explore in detail.  

Cross-Device  Computing  
Research  in the area  of cross-device computing and  
interactions  has been  rapidly growing,  leading to an 
explosion  of  research topics,  terminology,  techniques,  and 
systems.  Brudy [10] conducted a recent  analysis and  
presented a taxonomy based on  a corpus of 510 papers in the  
cross-device computing domain, which serves as important  
groundwork for our own  explorations.  A large proportion  of  
cross-device computing  research  that utilizes  mobile  devices  
are developed within  the context of  other 2D devices, such  
as tablets  [25,  46], wearables  [16], or  large  displays [50,  62].  

Related to our efforts, cross-device computing is often used  
to extend the  input and output areas of  interactive  devices  [7, 
8, 60]. Also related, a number of cross-device platforms have  
used a  mobile phone to provide spatial input for a secondary  
display, like desktop  [40, 49], mobile [33],  tablet [61], large 
display  [4, 45, 49  ,53, 61], tabletop [49, 50] and HMD  [40, 
41].  On the other hand, there  is  work combing see-through  
spatial displays to  enhance desktop  [36,  51, 57], mobile  [51, 
56, 58], and tabletop  experiences  [14, 24]. We extend these  
lines of  work by exploring the design space afforded by  
coupling a smartphone  with a  spatial head-mounted  display.  

Combining  2D Mobile Devices  and HMDs  
Previous work that combines 2D mobile devices with HMDs 
can roughly be categorized as mobile-centric, where HMDs 
are used to enhance mobile interaction, and, HMD-centric, 
where mobile devices are used to enhance spatial interaction. 

An inspirational example of mobile-centric joint interactions 
is seen with the Multifi system [23] which uses an ARHMD 
to enhance smartwatch or smartphone interactions, providing 
the users with a dynamically aligned head’s up display that 
can be used for content previews, extended screens and 
interactive widgets. MultiFi is also one of the few systems 
that also demonstrates a set of HMD-centric interactions, 
where the phone can also be used as input for the HMD. 
Normand and McGuffin also propose a set of mobile-centric 
interactions, where the HMD extends the display space of a 
phone, and use the term VESAD to refer to a virtually 
extended screen-aligned display [42]. Gluey uses a head-
worn display to support input and data transitions in 
distributed display environments [51]. For example, a user 
can move content from their desktop monitor to a nearby 
tablet, by shifting their view to the tablet while dragging 
content on the HMD with the mouse. 
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Conversely, researchers have also explored how 2D mobile 
devices can enhance interaction with spatial displays. 
Budhiraja et al. [11, 12] carried out an initial exploration of 
how a smartphone could be used to enable new types of 
mobile AR interactions. They proposed two ways the 
smartphone could be used for input – using its touch sensitive 
display and through spatial movements of the smartphone 
itself. Al-Sada et al. [1] explored how users could borrow 
different embedded inputs from smartwatches, smartphones 
and tablets to interact with AR content. Several researchers 
have also looked at how spatially tracked 2D devices, such 
as tablets [11, 19, 20, 55] and phones [40] can be used to 
enhance immersive design applications. For example, 
DualCAD is an immersive 3D design tool which allows a 
smartphone to be used as a complementary high-resolution 
display and input device [40]. TabletInVR uses a 3D-tracked 
multi-touch tablet in an immersive VR environment to 
augment and enhance 3D modelling operations [55]. To 
support spatial tracking of mobile devices in such systems, 
the device’s IMU data can be used, but this may be prone to 
drift [28]. TrackCap instead uses the phone to “track a cap” 
that is mounted on the HMD [41]. 

The research described in this section primarily support a 
unidirectional relationship between the mobile and HMD 
devices – either the mobile device is used as an auxiliary 
device to enhance HMD-centric tasks, or the HMD is used to 
enhance mobile-centric tasks. Our work synthesizes this 
research into a cohesive design space, and builds upon these 
prior systems by supporting a bidirectional and continuous 
relationship between the mobile and HMD platforms within 
an interactive prototype. 

Continuous Interaction  between  2D and 3D Spaces  
Prior research has explored how 2D and 3D systems can be 
utilized to create a continuous cross-device experience. 
Benko et al. introduced “cross-dimensional interaction 
techniques” to support the seamless transition of data 
between a 2D tabletop and 3D HMD [6]. Marquardt et al. 
propose the “continuous interaction space” which similarly 
explores gestures that begin with direct touch on a tabletop 
display and then continue with a freehand gesture [38]. Chen 
et al. expand on this work to support Air+Touch gestures that 
interweave touch and in-air gestures [15]. Serrano et al. used 
a projection setup to emulate and explore interactions for 
smartphone 3D display [52]. More recently, Roo and Hachet 
demonstrate a Mixed Reality ecosystem that allows users to 
incrementally transition from physical to virtual experiences 
across a variety of tabletop, handheld, and head-mounted 
displays [48]. XD-AR offers a similar framework for 
collaborative AR scenarios [54]. These research works all 
provide inspiration for our exploration, but none explicitly 
explore the continuous interaction space between a 
smartphone and ARHMD. 

In summary, our work builds on the body of literature by 1) 
synthesizing prior work into a coherent bidirectional design 
space, revealing new interaction opportunities, and 2) 
implementing a set of interaction techniques that 

demonstrate the range of ways for which smartphones can 
enhance spatial-centric tasks, ways in which ARHMDs can 
enhance smartphone-centric tasks, and methods for 
transitioning between these two contexts of use. 
CAPABILITIES OF  SMARTPHONES  AND ARHMDS  
Our design space of joint interactions is largely grounded by 
the contrasting and complementing properties of 
smartphones and ARHMDs, which we first describe below 
(Table 1). 

Capabilities  and Limitations  of Smart Phones  
Smartphones have become ubiquitous within our society, 
and an essential part of many people’s lives [27]. They are 
readily available and people are already familiar with their 
usage patterns. 

Direct physical touch is the standard interaction method for 
today's smartphones supporting efficient, precise, and 
expressive input. A recent advance in smartphones is their 
ability to also track their 3D positions in space based on 
SLAM solutions like ARKit [4]. However, these solutions 
currently suffer from drifting and latency issues. Beyond 
providing a physical surface for touch input, the tangible 
nature of smartphones offer numerous interaction 
opportunities. Examples like holding orientations [30], grip 
gestures [22], haptic edges input [32] and physical collision 
[50, 62] show the potential of a phone’s tangibility. 

In terms of output, rendering high-resolution, full-color, 2D 
content is now the standard for smartphones. The display 
quality of smartphones makes them a device of choice for 
detailed viewing of text, images, and video. 

One of the biggest limitations of smartphones is the physical 
size of their display and input areas. Furthermore, aside from 
handheld AR experiences [21], smartphones are unable to 
render stereoscopic imagery in a user’s spatial environment. 
Finally, unlike HMDs, most smartphones cannot inherently 
track a user’s head position, gaze, or freehand gestures. 

Capabilities and Limitations of Head-Mounted AR  
As with smartphones, ARHMDs have evolved extensively 
since their first development. Unlike smartphones, 
ARHMDs can vary greatly from one manufacturer to the 
next. In this paper, we consider modern ARHMDs such as 
the HoloLens, Meta, and Magic Leap. 

The main benefit of ARHMDs is their ability to display 
stereoscopic imagery in the context of the user’s spatial 
environment, which has resulted in an entire class of 
augmented reality systems [9]. Many ARHMDs also support 
spatial input via vison-based tracking of the user’s hands. 
This allows users to interact with their surrounding 
environment using a combination of direct manipulation and 
freehand gestures. Another inherent benefit of ARHMDs is 
that they can track the position and orientation of the user’s 
head. This offers a valuable input channel, as the user’s area 
of attention can be inferred [14]. Head movements are also 
often used as an explicit input channel to control a cursor, 
combined with spatial or voice input for manipulations [35]. 
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Table 1. A summary of some complementing properties of 
smartphones and augmented reality head-mounted displays. 
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In
pu

t 
Precise Input ✓ x 

Spatial Input Limited ✓ 

Head Tracking Limited ✓ 

Tangibility ✓ x 

Familiar Interaction Patterns ✓ x 

O
ut

pu
t High Resolution Display ✓ x 

Stereo Display x ✓ 

Spatial Display Limited ✓ 

Large Field of View x Limited 

One of the major limitations of ARHMDs is their rendering 
capabilities. Current hardware and rendering pipelines put 
constraints on the resolution, color spaces and field-of view. 
These constraints make it difficult to use ARHMDs for 
extensive reading or detailed information gathering tasks. 
Similarly, precise input can be difficult when using 
ARHMDs, as they typically require freehand gestures or 
custom 6DOF controllers to interact with spatial widgets. As 
demonstrated by Arora et al. [2], the absence of physical 
surfaces places a significant constraint on detailed input. 
Freehand gestures (such as the HoloLens “Bloom” gesture) 
can also be unfamiliar to users and are prone to recognition 
errors, making them difficult to learn, in comparison to well-
known smartphone interactions. 

DESIGN PRINCIPLES  
An interesting observation from our above discussion is that 
many of the properties of smartphones and HMDs 
complement one another (Table 1). One’s strength is the 
other’s weakness. This provides additional motivation to 
design unified interactive platforms, which can jointly utilize 
their contrasting capabilities. Grounded by these contrasting 
capabilities, and our review of the related literature, we now 
describe a set of the design principles for creating joint 
interactions between smartphones and HMDs. 

Supporting Continuous  Bi-Directional Interaction  
Most previous research  developed  joint-interaction  between  
mobile devices  and  HMDs  for either  mobile-centric  [23,  42,  
51] or HMD-centric [3, 40,  55]  interactions. Given the  
devices’ contrasting capabilities,  we believe there is an open  
opportunity to develop bidirectional  frameworks  which can  
support both 2D and spatial  HMD  centric tasks, as  well as  
supporting  a continuous transition between these two  
contexts of use.   

Phone for Precise Interactions; AR for Spatial Interactions  
Regardless of the task  focus (AR centric vs. Phone centric),  
an important design principle is  to utilize  the phone for  
detailed and precise interaction, and utilize the ARHMD for  
coarse and spatial interaction  [3].  For example, the phone  
may  be used  for tasks  such as  interacting  with detailed  

widgets and rendering high-resolution imagery, while the 
HMD may be used for tasks such as visualizing 3D 
components and specifying large spatial regions of interest. 

Preserving K nown Interaction Patterns   
When designing joint interactions between smartphones and 
ARHMDs, the legacy bias must be considered, where users 
resort to well-known interaction styles even when more 
effective and novel techniques are available [10]. Instead of 
developing completely new interaction patterns, it may be 
beneficial to leverage the interaction paradigms already 
familiar on each respective platform. 

A Continuum of Display Spaces  
Combining a smartphone with an ARHMD gives rise to a 
novel continuum of digital display spaces. This ranges from 
fully 2D (inherent to mobile devices), to fully spatial 
(inherent to ARHMDs). Furthermore, extensive prior 
research has shown the benefits of leveraging the space 
immediately surrounding an interactive device [13, 15, 26, 
63]. To support continuous transitions along this continuum 
[38, 51, 52, 54, 55], we propose three semantically 
meaningful spaces that input, output, and content can 
transition between: within the phone, around the phone and 
within the spatial environment (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. The continuum of display spaces arising from joint 
interaction between a smartphone and an ARHMD. 

BISHARE:  A  DESIGN SPACE OF JOINT INTERACTIONS  
Based on the above described principles, and our survey of 
the prior literature, we have identified six major categories 
of joint interactions between smartphones and ARHMDs. By 
considering each of these interactions through the lens of 
both phone-centric (P) and HMD-centric (H) tasks, we form 
BISHARE (Bidirectional Interactions between Smartphones 
and Head-Mounted Augmented Reality), a novel 2 x 6 
bidirectional design space (Figure 3). Each cell of the design 
space in Figure 3 is populated with a single exemplary 
interaction technique, but actually represents an entire class 
of interaction opportunities. We note that some individual 
aspects of this design space have been explored in prior 
work, and include relevant citations where appropriate. 

D1.  Distributed Input  
Distributed input relates to the class of techniques for which 
one platform is used to provide input for the other. For 
example, in a phone-centric task, a user may wish to use a 
spatial gesture to scroll a webpage or manipulate content, so 
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that they do not occlude the content which they are working 
with [13, 59] (D1P). In a spatial-centric task, a user may wish 
to use the smartphone as a 6DOF device to perform ray 
casting for object selection of 3D components [41] (D1H). 
Using the touchscreen, recasting could be enhanced with 
gestures, for example, to cycle between overlapping objects, 
or define a subsequent manipulation. 

D2. Distributed UI  
Related to distributed input, distributed UI represents the 
concept of placing visual interactive widgets on one platform 
that are used to manipulate content or interactions on the 
other platform [10]. For example, the HMD can provide 
extra UI components surrounding the mobile device, to 
support a full viewing experience for when using mobile 
applications [42] (D2P). Conversely, the phone can be used 
to provide detailed UI elements for manipulating spatial 
objects [3] (D2H). 
D3. Distributed Display  
One of the most appealing interactions afforded by the 
combination of these platforms is the ability to extend and 
enhance display spaces. For example, the ARHMD can 
extend the mobile display area with 2D or 3D content, such 
as an extra screen for pictures, graphs and text [23, 52] 
(D3P). In spatial-centric tasks, the high-resolution display of 
the phone can be utilized to enhance the display space of the 
ARHMD, by extending its field of view [7], displaying 
detailed text or textures that would be difficult to perceive on 
the ARHMD, or acting as a focus + context lens [5, 21] 
(D3H). 

D4. Content Transfer  
An interesting opportunity afforded by the combination of a 
smartphone and ARHMD is the ability to transfer content 
between modalities [51]. In a phone-centric task, such as 
browsing a webpage, users could smoothly drag content 
from the phone to the area directly surrounding the phone, 
perhaps to create a miniature 3D representation of the 
content (D4P). Conversely, when interacting with spatial 

content, the 3D content could be brought into the spatial 
proximity of the phone for contextual viewing (D4H), or 
dragged into the phone itself for detailed manipulations [40]. 
D5. Cross-Platform Gestures  
The use of free-hand gestures, local touch events, and 
controller-based input events can all be combined to create 
new forms of cross-platform gestures that incorporate both 
input platforms [16]. For example, to support content transfer 
in a phone-centric context (D4P), content on the phone can 
be dragged using a touch operation, and once reaching the 
edge, the movement can continue as a freehand pinch gesture 
[38] (D5P). In a HMD-centric setting, a user could combine 
spatial movements of the phone itself, with 2D touchscreen 
gestures on the phone, to perform manipulations of spatial 
content (D5H) . 

D6. Tangible Interaction  
Directly leveraging its tangibility, the phone can also be used 
as a spatial tangible input device [29]. In a 2D-centric 
context, different orientations of the phone could trigger 
different operations. For example, holding the phone flat 
(screen facing up) could create a virtual shelf to preview 3D 
content (D6P). When interacting with spatial content, the 
physical boundary of the phone could be used to collide with 
augmented objects as a mechanism to trigger object-specific 
events (D6H) [55]. 

Synthesis of Prior Work  
Based on the above design space, we can synthesize prior 
work, comparing their coverage of each element of the 
design space (Table 2). Notably, our analysis of the prior 
work indicates that each prior system typically focuses on 
only one direction of the relationship between the two 
interactive platforms. The main exception is MultiFi, which 
considers the bidirectional relationship between a head-
mounted display and mobile devices [23]. However, their 
implementation focused on 2D tasks and content, and thus 
did not exploit the unique realm of spatial 3D tasks and 
interactions that the combination of devices affords. 

Figure 3. The BISHARE design space of joint interactions between a smartphone and augmented reality head-mounted display. 
Each cell contains a single example joint interaction, but represents a broader class of interaction techniques that may be possible. 
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D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6
Ph

on
e

Ce
nt

ric
 MultiFi [23] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

VESAD [42] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Gluey [51] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Mobile True3D [52] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

HM
D

Ce
nt

ric
 

HMD-HHD [11,12] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Input Forager [1] ✓ ✓ 

Hyve3D [19,20] ✓ ✓ 

SymbiosisSketch [3] ✓ ✓ 

TabletInVR [55] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

DualCAD [40] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

TrackCap [41] ✓ ✓ ✓ 

BISHARE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ Mobile-Centric ✓ HMD-Centric 

Table  2. Summary of  prior work within the context of our 
design space.  Our  design space  covers the entire combination  
of elements that  prior systems  have explored  in isolation.  

INTERACTIVE PROTOTYPE 
To address this gap in the research literature, we developed 
an interactive prototype, which supports joint interactions 
between a Smartphone and an ARHMD. Within this 
prototype we demonstrate both phone-centric and spatial 
HMD-centric interactions, as well as techniques to support 
continuous transitions between these two tasks contexts. The 
prototype allows users to manage and manipulate augmented 
3D content in their surrounding environment. The interface 
has three main functionality modes: 3D Models, 3D Text, 
and Group Select (Figure 4). 

We note that a subset of the techniques we present have been 
previously demonstrated in isolation, but we believe this is 
the first synthesis of such techniques across the entire 
spectrum of our design space, and more specifically, that 
broadly supports both phone centric and HMD centric tasks. 
When features are described, the associated area of the 
design space (D1-D6; P/H) will be noted in parenthesis. 

Implementation  
We used a Google Pixel 2 smartphone and Microsoft 
HoloLens as our primary hardware components. Both the 
smartphone and HoloLens ran a mobile app written in Unity 
2017.4, with a Host/Client gaming logic to synchronize 
objects and events within the network. In order to support 
accurate tracking with low latency, we used a *Vicon system 
to track the Pixel 2 and HoloLens, and synchronized their 
relative coordinate systems through a local network. One of 
the user’s finger was also tracked by the Vicon, to support 
phone edge swiping. Other freehand gestures like gaze, air-
tap and dragging were enabled natively by the HoloLens OS. 
As vision algorithms improve, external tracking equipment 
may not be necessary. However, the Vicon system served our 
purpose of fully exploring the interaction design space. As 
such, our hardware setup should be considered an enabling 
technology, rather than our envisioned configuration. 

   
   

*Vicon system is a commercial solution for Motion Capture purpose. Details 
can be found in https://www.vicon.com/ 

Figure 4. The 2D smartphone interface consists of three main 
views. a) 3D Models. b) 3D Text. C) Group Select 

Extended Display Spaces  
The prototype  makes use of extended display spaces  
surrounding the smartphone, rendered by the  ARHMD  (D3)  
(Figure  1).  At the  top of the phone’s display, there is a portal  
for  the  user to teleport objects  between display spaces  (D4).  
The bottom half of  the  portal is rendered on the phone in 2D,  
while the top  half is rendered with the  HoloLens in 3D. The  
space immediately above the portal is used  for previewing  
3D content,  while the space to  the  side of the phone is  used  
to display  supplementary  2D content.   

Object Selection  
An icon on the phone interface is used to display a laser 
pointer in AR [41], which acts like a ray pointer for object 
selection (D1H) (Figure 5a). If the laser intersects an 
augmented object, the laser endpoint will be highlighted, and 
the phone interface will change to the view that matches the 
type of content being selected. When intersecting an object, 
the user can swipe downwards to transfer the object from AR 
to the phone (D5H) (Figure 5b). 

Alternatively, objects in the spatial environment can be 
accessed using freehand gestures. An air tap and dragging 
gesture can be used to select and move an object in 3D space 
with a 1-1 mapping (Figure 6). The object can be transferred 
to the phone by dragging it towards the portal (D4H). 
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Figure 5. a)  The phone can be  used to control  a laser.  b) A 
swipe gesture brings  the content into the 3D preview area.  

Figure 6. A freehand air tap and drag gesture can  be used to  
move augmented content in the  environment.  

  
 

Figure 7. Knocking the phone against 3D augmented content 
will capture it into the 3D preview area of the phone. 

A final method of selecting augmented content in 3D space 
is by knocking a corner of the phone against it with a spatial 
gesture (D6H). After a knocking gesture occurs, a preview 
copy of the 3D content is rendered on the extended display 
area of the phone (Figure 7). To provide feedback to the user, 
the phone will also vibrate once a collision is detected. 
Application  Modes  
We now describe the three main modes of the prototype, 
accessed with icons at the bottom of the phone interface. 

3D Model  Operations  
The 3D Models mode allows users to select, manipulate and 
place 3D models in the augmented environment. To start, the 
user can select which model they want to preview on the 
smartphone interface. They can tap a model to select it, and 
drag it to the portal to move it into the extended display space 
(D4P) (Figure 8a-b). This allows the user to see a miniature 

preview of the model before moving a full-scale version of 
the model into their spatial environment. The user can then 
use an air tap to continue the gesture (D5P) and move the 
model away from the phone, at which point it transitions to 
its actual 1-1 size [40] (Figure 6). 

While viewing 3D models on the phone, users may want to 
get a quick 3D preview prior to moving it through the portal. 
To do so, we implemented a spring-loaded preview gesture, 
where the user flattens the phone (parallel to the ground), as 
if they were holding a shelf (D6P). A miniature version of 
the 3D model is displayed directly on top of this “shelf” 
(Figure 8c). During this temporary preview, the user can 
rotate the object by either rotating the phone, or swiping on 
its display (D1H). The preview is removed as soon as the 
phone is returned to its default orientation. 

Once a 3D model is placed in the spatial environment, a full 
screen view on the phone can be used for further detailed 
transformations. A rotation widget allows the user to adjust 
the orientation of the model, and an icon can be tapped to 
return the model to its default orientation (Figure 9) (D2H). 

Figure 8. a-b)  Dragging a  model into the  portal displays a 3D  
preview. c)  Flattening the phone parallel to the ground will  
display a 3D preview, as if  it  were resting on a shelf.  

Figure 9. A full screen rotation widget can be used to make 
small adjustments to the model’s orientation. 

   
 

   
    

Figure 10. a) When the phone display is held away from the 
user, a flashlight is emitted, causing objects to be displayed in 
wireframe. b) When the phone intersects a 3D model, a 
detailed webpage about it is displayed on the phone. 
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If the user wishes to view an alternative rendering of the 
augmented content, they can hold the phone facing away 
from them, as if they were using the screen of the phone to 
illuminate a dark room (D6H). A virtual flashlight is 
projected, and intersected objects are rendered as a 
wireframe, as if being exposed to an x-ray (Figure 10a). 

In this full screen view, an info icon can also be tapped to 
display a cross-device tooltip [42] presenting basic meta-data 
related to the model next to the phone (Figure 1) (D3P). The 
user can swipe the info icon left or right, to display the cross-
device tooltip on either the left or right side of the phone. 

The user can also retrieve a webpage associated with a 3D 
model, by placing the phone within its boundaries (D3H) 
(Figure 10b). Because the content is displayed on the phone, 
it can include extensive information about the model, such as 
a Wiki article, which would otherwise be difficult to read in 
AR. When the webpage is displayed on the phone, widgets 
in AR are displayed around the phone, which can be used to 
scroll up and down, or navigate forwards and backwards 
between pages (D2P). Alternatively, a pinch gesture can be 
used to scroll the pages up a down [13] (D1P). These 
distributed input techniques avoid the occlusion typically 
present when interacting by direct touch. 

3D Text Operations   
To further explore the use of distributed UI (D2H), we 
implemented a 3D text tool. Users can type words or short 
sentences, apply formatting, and place the text in the 3D 
environment. Text entry, in particular, is trivial to perform 
on the phone, but quite challenging in AR [23]. 

Tapping on a text entry box displays a native soft keyboard 
on the phone. A set of detailed widgets and sliders can then 
be used to change the formatting of the text (Figure 4b). Text 
can be moved to the 3D preview area using the portal (Figure 
11a) (D4P). Similarly, text can be selected from the AR 
space using the provided selection operations, and then 
edited remotely on the phone (Figure 11b) (D2H). 

The laser can be used to select 3D text in the AR 
environment, and swiping the laser icon downwards brings 
the text onto the phone. Additionally, the user can swipe 
upwards to copy the text format currently configured on the 
phone’s UI and apply it to the 3D text being intersected by 
the laser. This allows the user to apply the same format to 
multiple pieces of content quickly, demonstrating a benefit 
of using the phone as an enhanced 6DOF input device (D1H). 

Figure 11. a) 3D text can be displayed in the 3D preview area. 
b) Text can be remotely edited on the phone. 

Figure 12. In Group Select mode, a swipe along the top of the 
phone performs a top alignment of the selected objects. 

Group Select  Operations  
The final mode of the prototype is used for group operations. 
Group operations are carried out in a landscape orientation, 
leveraging the affordance of capturing a photo or video with 
a mobile phone (D6H). The mode can be entered by either 
re-orienting the phone or tapping the icon. Instead of 
rendering a direct see-through video on the phone’s display, 
individual objects that are in the phone’s current field of view 
are rendered (D3H) (Figure 12). 

Users can toggle the selection of multiple objects by tapping 
them (D2H). Once selected, groups of objects can be 
repositioned, aligned, or deleted. The user can also 
lock/unlock groups of objects with a lock icon. Once locked, 
subsequent 3D movement of the phone repositions them as a 
group (D1H). Icons are provided to align multiple objects to 
the left, right, top, bottom, front and back. Additionally, the 
user can tap or swipe with the finger along the physical edges 
of the phone to perform alignment or distribution in the 
corresponding direction (D6H) (Figure 12). 
USER EVALUATION  
Our interactive prototype was designed to explore a variety 
of techniques across our design space. As such, the goal of 
our evaluation was not to formally validate the design space, 
but to instead gather initial feedback on the joint interactions. 

Participants and  Procedure  
We invited twelve users to participate in a 30-minute session. 
Participants were aged 21–35 (7 male, 5 female). Participants 
had a range of experience with VR/AR systems: Three had 
extensive experience, three had light familiarity, and six had 
little or no experience. 

The evaluation began with an introduction of the prototype. 
Users were first shown the phone interface, and its main 
features. Users were then given a walkthrough of the 
prototype, lasting approximately 20 minutes. During this 
walkthrough, users were shown individual features of the 
prototype and asked to accomplish simple atomic tasks with 
those features. 

After the guided walkthrough, users were asked to perform a 
simple high-level task independently, lasting approximately 
10 minutes. The task consisted of building a scene, which 
required participants to place 2 models on a physical desk, 
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and add 2 text labels of different styles to mark-up both 
physical and augmented objects. The detailed walk-through 
procedure and task description can be found in the Appendix. 

After the study, participants completed a questionnaire 
together with a short interview. The questionnaire asked 
participants to rate each individual feature on a Likert scale 
from 1-7. In the interview, participants were asked about 
their most and least favorite aspects of their experience. 
Participants were then asked to share any other comments 
they had about the prototype and its features. 

Results  
The results of the study were positive and encouraging. Users 
enjoyed using the prototype, found the user experience 
compelling (and even magical), and were impressed with the 
variety of techniques that it offered. 

Overall, users found the combination of the phone and 
ARHMD to be engaging: 
“The usage of combining both a phone and AR screens turned out 
to be very smooth, and the designs provide the potential of 
incorporating multiple modalities into a user’s view” (P1) 

“The combination of mobile + AR as an entire system is very good, 
intuitive.” (P6) 

An interesting set of comments was that mobile phones 
offered a familiar interaction paradigm for an otherwise 
unfamiliar platform, supporting our design principle of 
preserving known interaction patterns: 

“I have very limited experience with AR, using mobile device easily 
transfer my previous knowledge into the AR world.” (P6) 

“Distributed input from the mobile device to AR content is very 
useful, and I can easily transfer my previous experience on touch 
screen to spatial operation.” (P11) 

During the initial feature walkthrough, users were able to 
perform each of the individual interactions successfully. For 
users with less experience, it took a short amount of time to 
get used to the general interaction paradigm, and in particular 
the mid-air gestures. Overall, we were happy to see that even 
participants without extensive AR experience we eventually 
able to understand the prototype and its gestures. 

All participants successfully completed the final task (see 
Appendix for final scenes), and were able to do so 
independently with minimal assistance. Aside from Vicon 
tracking errors that occurred for two participants, no major 
errors were made during the final task. This task did not 
require the use of every feature in the prototype, but it was 
promising to see that participants understood how to use the 
features of the prototype together, continuously transitioning 
between mobile and spatial interactions. The general method 
participants followed were to first create content on the 
phone, transfer it into the 3D environment, and then use the 
phone to fine tune its positions. Participants enjoyed the 
experience of anchoring their 3D virtual content to existing 
physical objects. However, it could have been further aided 
with snapping and/or alignment mechanisms that considered 
the physical environment. 

Overall, the individual features of the interactive prototype 
were rated positively. Figure 13 shows the responses to each 
feature on a Likert scale from 1-7, grouped by their 
respective area of the design space. Across the design space, 
all features were rated highly, with medians of 6 in all cases 
except for D1H (5.5) and D4P (7). Interesting to note is that 
there was little difference in the responses between phone-
centric and HMD-centric features. This further justifies the 
promise of a bidirectional framework which allows users to 
transition between both task contexts. 

Figure 13. Responses to individual features,  grouped  by their  
associated area  of the design space.   

Of the individual features, the most popular set of techniques 
across participants was content transfer, which participants 
appreciated for moving content in both directions: 

“Transferring 2D content into 3D from phone to spatial is like a 
magic for me.” (P6) 

“The portal and laser pointer metaphors as moving data between 
the phone and environment, it's a cool mental model. And the laser 
downloading is amazing.” (P9) 

Ironically, the one feature that was not well received was the 
air tap gesture (Figure 13), which happens to be a default 
technique for controlling spatial content on many AR 
platforms. A number of the participants mentioned that the 
gesture was difficult or awkward to use: 

“Air tap is very difficult to use! (p3) 

“The air tap AR interactions for direct manipulation is the worst 
part in the system.” (p12) 

This finding supports our motivation that freehand gestures 
in AR can be difficult to use, whereas tactile interaction with 
smartphone screens is familiar and efficient, and less prone 
to recognition errors. 
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Participants also noticed the limitation of the HoloLens field 
of view, which is something that we hope will improve with 
future evolutions of ARHMDs: 
“The limitation of AR FOV limited the performance of working with 
real sized models”. (P1) 

“FOV is small, and that actually strength the combination usage of 
the phone and AR, as a physical prop, you can fully control where 
you want object to be spawned” (P9) 

Overall, the observation sessions provided encouraging 
feedback on the prototype, motivating further developments 
and future evaluations. 

DISCUSSION  
This paper has introduced a design space of joint interactions 
between ARHMDs and smartphones. Our implementation 
demonstrates the feasibility of the associated interaction 
techniques, and our initial observation sessions demonstrate 
the promise of its potential. In this section, we further reflect 
on our experience and findings, and discuss limitations and 
generalizations. 

Our design space was grounded on prior work, and also 
driven by our discussion of the complementing capabilities 
of ARHMDs and smartphones. It should be noted that we 
omitted from this discussion some of the capabilities that the 
platforms share. For example, voice-based input and audio 
output are possible using smartphones and ARHMDs. As 
such, our design space should not be considered as an 
exhaustive list of all joint interactions that are possible. 

Similarly, the design space contributes six classes of 
interaction techniques, which could each lead to new 
interactions that have yet to be explored. For example, our 
prototype leverages the phone as a tangible device (D6) 
through physical edge gestures, orientation detection, and 
knocking gestures. Prior research has shown that there are 
many more potential uses of spatial tangible devices, such as 
being used as physical props [29] or for detecting grip [22]. 

One interesting observation about our prototype is that it 
supported more HMD-centric interaction interactions than 
phone-centric interactions. This was not an intentional 
decision, but perhaps a reflection of a similar balance seen in 
prior literature (e.g. Table 2). However, since this was not an 
intentional decision, we would be cautious about drawing 
any strong conclusions from this observation. 

The task domain we chose for our evaluation was simple and 
generic – consisting of the manipulation and placement of 
3D content within an augmented reality environment. While 
this application domain was a useful testbed for our 
explorations, generalizations to specific usage domains 
(gaming, education, training, etc.), could reveal new 
interaction opportunities that fall within our design space. 

It is important to note that our implementation did not exploit 
the proximity of real-world objects in the physical 
environment beyond the phone. For instance, many 
promising techniques for snapping augmented objects to the 

physical world have been explored [43], and would be 
interesting to incorporate into our design space. 

While the results of our work are encouraging, several 
limitations should be pointed out. First, our implementation 
required the use of external motion tracking cameras. Future 
implementations should consider fully contained systems. 
Second, the limited FOV of the HMD constrained the overall 
user experience – an issue we hope will improve with new 
generations of AR devices. Third, we did not perform a 
technical evaluation of our gesture set. During the 
observation sessions, there were some instances of gesture 
interference – such as knocking being recognized as 
flattening the phone. We believe such issues could be 
addressed with additional efforts on gesture recognition. 
FUTURE WORK  
In terms of technical implementations, we believe that in the 
near future it will be possible to implement a more robust 
system without the need for any external tracking equipment. 
In particular, recent research has shown promising ways to 
track the smartphone in 3D space [4, 41]. 

Regarding our evaluation, we believe there are numerous 
interesting studies that could be conducted in the future. For 
example, it would be interesting to specifically study the 
learnability of cross-device gestures, and examine 
techniques that could provide dynamic guidance or feedback. 
It may also be interesting to do formal comparisons of joint 
smartphone and HMD platforms to equivalent standalone 
platforms, using HMDs or handheld augmented reality. 

Finally, one of the main concerns of our work, which could 
be explored further, may be the necessity to have a handheld 
device. Many prior AR systems are untethered and 
standalone, to support as “natural” of an experience as 
possible. However, we believe that in many scenarios, the 
improved experience that results from having a tactile and 
high precision input device, will outweigh the desire for a 
freehand experience. Indeed, it was interesting to note that 
the main gesture that users struggled with in our study was 
air tap, a native HoloLens freehand gesture. 

CONCLUSION  
We have presented our exploration that enables cross-device 
interactions between a smartphone and ARHMD. Our 
exploration covered six main classes of joint interaction 
techniques, under both phone-centric and HMD-centric task 
contexts. Our implementation of interactive prototype shows 
the feasibility of the proposed techniques, while a user 
evaluation indicated that users found the joint interaction 
compelling and were able to use the prototype without 
extensive training, by leveraging known interaction patterns. 
We believe that as smartphones and ARHMDs continue to 
evolve and improve, so too will the opportunities to combine 
them into unified interaction platforms. We hope our 
contributions will serve as important groundwork for this 
future, where AR does not replace our other personal 
computing devices, but instead can be used together with 
them in complementing ways. 
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